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In the ETSI ISG meeting 21 Jan 16, Andy Sutton presented a few slides that sparked
considerable discussion on the number of layers and header overhead. As well it might,
given that one of the examples showed 8 layers below IP! (Andy’s example is not
unique, I have seen them more than once over the last 25 years.) Given that we talked
about a recursive architecture, which may have “as many layers as necessary,” this may
sound a bit daunting. It is probably worthwhile to explore this.
1. Background on Layers
1.1 Layers in Operating Systems
Users
First, let us review what we know about layers. The concept
of layering first appeared in Dykstra’s paper on the THE
User
Programs
Operating System [1968].1 THE was structured into a stack of
layers. Each layer was essentially a black box that used the
services of the layer below and provided a service to the layer
I/O
above but hid its internal workings, so that they could be
Console
changed without disturbing the adjacent layers. Dykstra said
Communications
that once a function was provided it didn’t need to be
Memory
repeated. This idea captured the imagination of early systems
Management
designers. It was simple, elegant and brought order to what
had not been very ordered. Operating Systems were the most
Multiprogramming
complex software of the day. This was also the period when
OSs were moving from polled to interrupt driven.
Consequently, there were a lot of parallels between the
Figure 1. Dykstra’s Layers in
asynchrony experienced by OSs and that experienced by
the THE Operating System
packet switches, and not to mention that much of the network
software would have to be in the operating system. So it was natural that the early
developers of network software would turn to Operating Systems for guidance.2
1.2 Layers in Networks
The ARPANET was the first packet switch network to be built. Of course, being the
first, the design necessarily had a foot in both the old world of datacomm and the new
world of networking. More importantly, it was being built to create a resource-sharing
network to lower the cost of doing research. It was built from the start to be a production
network.

1

It is hard for us today to imagine how resource constrained these systems were. THE ran on a computer
with 2.5µsec memory access to 32K words of 27 bit memory (3 bits of tags). An instruction could take
more than one memory cycle.
2
Day: I have often attributed the ARPANET’s success to the fact that the people building it had more OS
background than telecomm background.
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The development of the network itself was the exclusive domain of BBN,3 who built the
switches and operated the ‘Net. The development of the software for the hosts was the
responsibility of the mostly universities and research institutions doing research for
ARPA.4 In 1970, there were at least 12 different machine architectures and more different
OSs than that either connected or in line to be connected to the ‘Net, computers that for
the most part had not been designed to talk to other computers. To the hosts, the network
was just a black box that reliably delivered packets. The host developers adopted layering
to structure their work. However, layering was not apparent in the IMP subnet.5 The
Host-to-Host Protocol managed InterProcess Communication6 (IPC) providing flow
control, but no retransmission. 7
After visiting Boston soon after the ARPANET began,
Louis Pouzin8 then at IRIA9 set out to assemble a team
File Transfer
to build a network, called CYCLADES specifically for
Telne
doing research on networks. Pouzin’s team had a couple
t
of advantages: they could learn from BBN’s experience
and were greatly assisted by them. Also, they were
Host-to-Host
looking at the whole problem: the hosts and the
network. Michel Elie and Hubert Zimmermann
IMP-Host
recognized that there were layers both in the hosts and
the network. But more importantly, they were not
Physical Layer
simply a stack of black boxes in a system, but were a
cooperative collection of processes in different systems.
And most importantly, the layers had different scope.
Figure 2. ARPANET Layers
Packets could only be relayed within a layer so far
before having to be relayed by the layer above. Not all
systems were involved in all layers.
For Pouzin’s team to investigate the fundamentals of networking, they needed to start by
making as few assumptions as possible. Pouzin [2010] proposed the datagram: a packet
that was routed independently of other packets with no concept of a fixed path.
Furthermore, Pouzin reasoned that no matter how much the network tried to be perfectly
reliable, the hosts would always check to make sure they got all of the data. Pouzin then
3

Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, a research company in Cambridge, MA, USA.
ARPAs (Advanced Research Projects Agency) became DARPA (Defense was added) in 1972.
5
An ARPANET switch was called an IMP or Interface Message Processor. Dave Walden who was in
charge of IMP development has confirmed that there are no layer diagrams of the IMP subnet. This does
not mean that there wasn’t some concept of layers, just that they were not at the forefront of their thinking.
6
The importance of Interprocess Communication was recognized very early. As Bob Metcalfe [1972]
mentioned in passing in an early paper on the issues with writing an NCP (Network Control Program,
which implemented the Host-Host Protocol), “Networking is Inter-Process Communication.”
7
While not explicitly pointed out in a report by Jon Postel titled “A Survey of ARPANET NCPs” the
report made clear that NCPs fell into two distinct categories: big ones and small ones. The big ones were on
systems with poor IPC and the small ones on systems with good IPC. Making it clear that IPC was central
to the problem.
8
Pouzin had previously worked on Multics the pre-cursor to Unix, where he invented the shell.
9
IRIA (Institute Research de Informatique et Automatique) became INRIA (Nationale was added) in 1979.
4
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reasoned that the network didn’t have to be perfect, but only had to make a “best effort.”
This would allow the network to be less costly and more efficient.10
By 1972, CYCLADES had arrived at the concept of the layers for a network, which had
increasing scope:
1) Layer 1: The Physical Layer was the physical media. . . the wire.
2) Layer 2: The Data Link Layer (at this early stage was a point-to-point HDLC-like
protocol) ensured that datagrams were not corrupted in transit.
3) Layer 3: The Network Layer relayed datagrams through the network, but would
be subject to loss due to congestion and the rare memory error during relaying.
4) Layer 4: The Transport Layer provides end-to-end error control and recovers
from loss due to congestion.
5) Layer 5: The Application Layer, the rationale for the network.
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Figure 3. The CYCLADES Model and what became
the traditional view of the layers in a network with Layers
of 4 different scopes: 3 Data Link and 1 Network/Transport.
This, of course, has become the traditional view of networks. At the time, I had
conjectured that this implied that ‘Relaying at layer N required end-to-end error control at
N+1,’ but there wasn’t a need for relaying more than once so it wasn’t a very useful
generalization.11 The role of the Data Link Layer was clearly to provide sufficient error
control to make end-to-end error control at the Transport Layer cost effective, and to not
propagate errors to a wider scope where it is more expensive to recover from them. This
made it clear that there was a minimum level of service that each Data Link Layer must
provide.
The important insight at this time was the recognition that layers in networks were more
general than in operating systems.12 They had different scope and were a ‘locus of
10

This completed the networking paradigm shift begun by Baran, and independently by Davies, when he
proposed packet switching, (which was revolutionary for the older telecom cohort, but obvious for the
younger computer cohort), while Pouzin’s concept of a non-deterministic model that creates a reliable
network from unreliable parts was revolutionary to everyone and captured the imaginations of the
researchers and is the basis for the modern idea of inter-networking . . . almost.
11
It was too early; resources and bandwidth were too constrained.
12
By the turn of the century it was clear that OSs also exhibited scope. Dykstra’s context had been too
resource constrained to see it. Functions repeated but not in the same scope.
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distributed shared state.’ In other words, layers weren’t just a stack of modules in a host,
but a cooperative relation that permeated the network.13 For various reasons, the
importance of this concept was never really recognized by the ARPANET/Internet
community, partly because they didn't have visibility into the subnet and partly because
the core Internet group had little or no contact with the rest of networking community.
The group surrounding the ARPANET/Internet adhered strictly to Dykstra’s view that
layers are a stack of functions that once performed didn’t need to be repeated.
Consequently, they believed that the Transport Layer should do all error recovery and
continued to advocate this view throughout the 80s and the 90s.14 This lead to a lot of
wasted research effort. For example, consider the oft-heard contention that TCP doesn't
support wireless. (!) TCP is over wireless! The problem is that wireless doesn't support
TCP! As we saw above, there is a minimum level of service a lower layer must provide
to the layer above. They should keep their loss rate well-below the rate of loss due to
congestion in the layer above. Wireless data link protocols often did not meet this
requirement.
1.3 Layers in Internets
By the mid-1970s, it was clear that the problem of connecting networks together was
going to have to be solved. There were two approaches considered: Protocol conversion
at the boundaries, or an overlay Internetwork Layer. Everyone realized that protocol
conversion could get messy, as anyone who has tried to write a device emulator knows.
Because they were interworking relatively similar X.25 networks, the CCITT (ITU) quite
reasonably chose the protocol conversion approach interworking X.25 networks with
X.75. Also it was consistent with their business model. There was also an inclination for
quick fixes, rather than long range solutions.15
The researchers, who had organized themselves as IFIP WG6.1, the International
Network Working Group (INWG, pronounced “in-wig”) believed that there would be a
number of very different kinds of networks, so they adopted the overlay approach (Figure
4) to avoid the messiness multiple protocol translations. In this model, there was a
common Internet Transport Layer. Hence a host would support its local network and the
Internet Transport Layer. The different Networks would be required to provide a
13

Day: I must admit that until relatively recently I had assumed everyone understood that scope was the
important property of a layer. It was pretty clear just looking at the picture. But every so often, discussions
on mailing lists and in journal articles made by people in the Internet community rang odd. I finally
realized that they had missed the point of layers! I had always thought the stack picture was simply a shorthand for the full layer picture as in Figures 3 or 4, I hadn’t realized that many thought that was the picture!
Subsequently, I have tried to avoid talking about “protocol stacks” to avoid reinforcing the wrong view.
14
It is important to note that by the late 70s, the primary example of a Data Link Layer was the Ethernet
MAC protocol, which had a less error-prone media, consequently avoided retransmissions. For those who
had seen the early ARPANET and CYCLADES where HDLC-like protocols were used in the Data Link
Layer, the seed had been planted that the functions in the Data Link and Transport Layers were very
similar.
15
In the interests of full disclosure, Day’s involvement in the ARPANET/Internet began in 1970, when the
group he was part of were the 12th node on the Net. G. Grossman from his group worked on INWG 96,
while Day worked on the other two INWG projects. In OSI, Day was the Rapporteur for the OSI Reference
Model, and chair of the US OSI Architecture committee.
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minimum level of service to the Internet Transport Layer. Relaying at Internet Gateways
would avoid the need for complicated (and usually imperfect) translations. There are
addresses of different scope at all three layers. Consequently INWG had a model that
looked like this:
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Figure 4. The original Internet Model with layers
of 7 different scopes: 4 Data Link, 2 Network, and 1 Internet.
(Space does not permit more routers in the networks or more
At this point, the international research networks.)
community, the US, UK, France, Belgium, etc,

were united and on the same page. Clearly for INWG, the crux of the model was the
Internetwork Transport Protocol and so they immediately set about to develop the
specification for one.16 Between 1974 and 1976, INWG debated the design of an Internet
Transport Protocol based on two main inputs: the early TCP and the CYCLADES TS.
[McKenzie, 2011; Day, 2016] When there was no agreement on one or the other, they
produced a synthesis known by its document number, INWG 96, authored by Vint Cerf,
Alex McKenzie, Roger Scantlebury and Hubert Zimmermann [1976].
The observant reader will have noticed that Figure 4 does not look like today’s Internet.
Today’s Internet looks more like Figure 3. What happened?
When INWG 96 was approved, the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) and
CYCLADES said they would transition to it. The European Informatics Network (EIN),
which was just being rolled out, said they would adopt it immediately. However,
DARPA’s announcement was a surprise. McKenzie’s17 words [2011] say it best:
But we were all shocked and amazed when Bob Kahn announced that DARPA researchers were too
close to completing implementation of the updated INWG 39 protocol to incur the expense of
switching to another design. As events proved, Kahn was wrong (or had other motives); the final
TCP/IP specification was written in 1980 after at least four revisions.

After this point there was little or no interaction between the Internet and the rest of the
international community working on networking. And as it turned out very few INWG
participants other than Cerf were involved in the Internet. Keep in mind that most of the
16
17

INWG had two other efforts on virtual terminal and formal description techniques.
Alex McKenzie was lead host software development at BBN for the ARPANET.
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conceptual work that lead to Figures 3 and 4 had been done in Europe. That intellectual
input was now lost to the Internet community and problems arose almost immediately.
The Internet community focused on implementation and there was never an Internet
Architecture or Reference Model. Soon after this (~ 1978), IP was separated from TCP
with addresses that named the interface rather than the node as in CYCLADES or XNS.
For DARPA the different kinds of network that to be internetworked were Ethernet,
Packet Radio, SATNET, and the ARPANET, which was a black box to its users. The first
three are not true networks but multi-access media with MAC-layer like protocols. The
ARPANET was treated as if it were just a link layer. IP became the Network Layer over
the multi-access media, as in Figure 3. By the early 80s, the term Internet Gateway had
had been replaced by “router” and with no model to show them what they were doing, the
Internet lost the Internet Transport Layer and became a large network that did protocol
conversion. By January 1, 1983 when the ARPANET NCP was no longer supported, the
term Internet Gateway had for the most part disappeared and along with it the concepts in
Figure 4. The Internet was no longer an internet.
1.4 The Rediscovery of the Internet Model
Bachman’s seven layer model was to many a “network” architecture, but remember
INWG referred to the Transport Layer as the Internet Transport Layer, which carried
addresses. The OSI work was divided between two ISO committees: the new Open
Systems committee, SC16 dominated by the computer companies and the traditional data
comm committee, SC6, dominated by the PTTs and more traditional data comm interests.
Since the PTTs did not want a Transport Layer (because it sealed them off to a
commodity business), the computer companies were not going to draw a line that gave
the Transport Layer to a group that was intent on torpedoing it.18 Consequently, SC16
(later SC21) was responsible for the overall architecture, upper layers, including the
transport layer and the 3 forms of management, system, application, and network; while
SC6 was responsible for the lower 3 layers.19
At the same time, one of the earliest concerns in both INWG and OSI (which began in
1978) was what to do when a transit network was weaker (lower QoS) than the networks
on either side.20 While that network had its own network layer protocol, it was clear that
some kind of ‘end-to-end’ protocol (where the ‘ends’ are in the network) was needed to
bring the weaker network up in quality. The structure of the Network Layer was a very
highly contentious subject, the focus of the intense connection vs connectionless
controversy,21 as well as the problem of finding an architecture that encompassed the
18

Even so, they did a pretty good job loading the standard down with 4 unnecessary optional protocols.
Lurking in this division was the unresolved contradiction that on the one hand the hosts were distinct
from the “network,” even though the hosts had to have network protocols too and therefore were part of the
network layer. ETSI has yet to confronted this conundrum.
20
A very real problem illustrated in the drafts (1978) and final version of ISO 7498-1984, the OSI
Reference Model, and was worked out in detail in ISO 8648-1987.
21
It is difficult to communicate just how contentious this topic was. Delegates became very emotional and
very intense about it. There was still a lack of understanding of the full implications of the topic, so it was
less than clear where compromises were possible. The PTTs, rightly, saw this as aimed directly at their
19
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very real networks that existed. Out of that conflict, which was as much technical as
political and economic, the OSI Network Layer committee concluded (in ISO 8648, The
Internal Organization of the Network Layer) that the Network Layer could have 3 distinct
roles (Figure 5):
1) at the bottom, Subnet Access (SNAC), like X.25 that carried addresses of points of
attachment,
2) in the middle, Subnet Dependent Convergence (SNDC), a protocol that might be
required to be bring a weak network up in quality by providing additional error
and congestion recovery within the network,
3) At the top of the Network Layer, Subnet Independent Convergence (SNIC), that
greater scope over many networks and very influenced by IP, except it named the
node, not the interface.
This transforms the OSI Model from a network model to an inter-network model that is
the same as the INWG model. This is an interesting turn of events, since none of the
people involved in the OSI discussion were involved in the INWG work. Yet the data
brought them to the same conclusion. When the OSI Reference Model didn’t conform to
what the data was telling them, they extended the Model.
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Figure 5. The original Internet Model with terms from ISO
8648,
Internal
of the
Network
Where before there had
onlyOrganization
been relaying
at one
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now (IONL).
there was relaying at more

than one layer, but never more than once in a system, along with the recognition that
there could be congestion at more than one layer that might require error recovery. It was
no longer too early for my early conjecture about alternating relaying and error control.
Figures 4 and 5 plant the seeds for new insights. The Data Link Layer had been
partitioned between MAC and LLC; and with the analysis that created ISO 8648, there is
clearly a parallel with the INWG model: a pattern of repeating relaying and error control
with increasing scope: (MAC, LLC) is the Data Link Layer; (SNAC, SNDC) is the
business strategy. Consequently, every sentence, word, and comma was argued over. The most trivial
editorial comments were inspected for deeper meaning that would give someone an advantage. This
environment did not make for the most clear and readable standards.
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Network Layer; and (SNIC, Transport) is the Internet Transport Layer. There is a pattern
here. What is it telling us?
3. Further Insights about Layers
3.1 General Principles of Layers
Lets step back a moment and see what we can conclude about layers:
1) The necessary and (usually)22 sufficient condition for a layer is that there is a
locus of shared state of different scope.
2) If there are layers of the same scope, their functions must be completely
independent.
3) Dykstra wasn’t wrong: Functions do not repeat . . . in layers of the same scope.
4) If there is a partitioning within the layer, it will generally be based on a property
orthogonal to the attributes that characterize the layers.
Figure 4 showed us that relaying/multiplexing alternated with end-to-end error and flow
control, where the “ends” were in layers of increasing scope. However, the analysis of the
TCP pseudo-header and the side-effects of separating IP from TCP indicates that while
the functions alternate, they are not separate protocols in separate layers. This was
confirmed by the exercise of that derives the IPC Model [Chapter 6, Patterns, Day, 2008],
where the problem never required separating the relaying/multiplexing functions from the
error and flow control functions. In fact there are major simplifications if they aren’t
separated. One realizes that the structure predicted by INWG and OSI actually fits nicely
into layers of IPC. Basically, attacking the problem from three different directions has
yielded the same result.
But clearly, the layers have different purposes. Any system designer worth his salt on
seeing a structure repeat 3 times will ask, could there be more? It was clear that with a
common structure to the layers each one should handle its part of the problem. That lead
to the realization that a layer is a distributed resource allocator, where the scope of each
layer is configured to handle a given range of bandwidth, QoS, and scale: A classic case
of divide and conquer. We find that layers manage resources over a given range. The
policies of each layer will be selected to optimize that range.
How many layers are needed? It depends on the range of bandwidth, QoS, and scale:
simple networks have two layers, simple internetworks, 3; more complex networks may
have more. This is a network design question, not an architecture question.
It isn’t that layers perform different functions, because they all perform the same
functions. (And we kept seeing that over the years as we considered different protocols
22

We say “usually” because we do not have a proof. However, neither have we been able to find counterexamples.
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from different environments.) They are doing these functions for the different ranges of
the environments the network is targeted at.
3.2 Commonality within an IPC Layer.
Our strategy has been to maximize invariance and minimize discontinuities. In other
words, extract as much commonality as possible without creating special cases.
In that case, how much commonality is there across protocols? We all know that the
more commonality in a system the simpler, more efficient, likely more capable and easier
to manage, it will be. To do that we apply the concept from operating systems of
separating mechanism and policy, first to the data transfer protocols, like TCP, TP4,
SCTP, HDLC, etc. and then to the rest of the layer machinery that does flow and resource
allocation. It turns out that there is not only considerable commonality, but it also
provides new insights about the structure of those functions within the layer (see Patterns
in Network Architecture [2008]).
But there were other important insights. For example, given that there are 6 or 8
mechanisms in protocols, e.g. delimiting, error protection, retransmission, flow control,
etc. by designing our protocols with only one choice of policies, we had been claiming,
albeit implicitly, that there was one point in an 8-dimensional space that was a good
solution over the entire range of bandwidth, QoS, and scale!
As any good engineer knows that is pretty unlikely. It is much more likely that one
choice of “policies” is only going to be “best” for a range of the solution space.23 Rather
than proliferate protocols, why not create one protocol of common mechanisms into
which different policies can be plugged. In fact from that exercise, we have specified
(and implemented) a data transfer protocol, dubbed the Error and Flow Control Protocol
(EFCP), that separates mechanism and policy and can generate the behavior of any data
transfer protocol.
But different layers need fields of different sizes! For that we take another concept from
OSI: abstract and concrete syntax in ASN.1. Most people see ASN.1 as an arcane and
complex encoding scheme. It is much more. ASN.1 distinguishes the abstract syntax
from the concrete syntax (what is generated to go on the wire or to be stored).24 ASN.1
makes protocols invariant with respect to syntax. We can have one data transfer protocol
for different layers and different environments by simply configuring it with different
concrete syntaxes and policies. This greatly simplifies implementation and makes the
behavior of the resulting network more predictable. Contrary to what one might suspect,

23

As the old adage says, “it is the exception that proves the rule.” Consider that a single choice of policies
for protocols near the media have been reasonably successful (because they are designed to the one
purpose, the characteristics of the media), while protocols near the applications are less successful because
the requirements are much broader and one size doesn’t fit all.
24
It is similar to the distinction between a programming languages (abstract) and the code generated by the
compiler (concrete). A compiler can generate code for different machines, one can have different concrete
syntaxes for the same abstract syntax.
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the generality does not generate additional overhead and can be greatly optimized. In
fact, the greater commonality makes the processing more efficient.
3.3 The Overhead of Layering
When one hears that layers repeat or recurse, the first thought is of packets winding their
way up and down tall stacks of layers with ever larger headers. But there are subtleties
created by the problem that mitigate those trends.
First, we had learned by the early 1980s, if not before, that addresses only had to be
unambiguous within the layer where they are used, within their scope. The assignment of
addresses is policy and determined by the layer, not the protocol. Because scope tends to
decrease with lower layers, addresses should be smaller in lower layers. For example, this
implies that MAC addresses are probably 4 times longer than necessary.25 As a rule of
thumb, one might expect addresses at lower layers to be half those at the layer above.
Since addresses are the largest fields in most protocols, this has a major effect on
reducing overhead.
Second, traffic density should increase as we move down in the layers and in toward the
backbone and PDU size should increase. That means that the traffic in the lower layers
will exhibit aggregate traffic of fairly constant flows between intermediate points in the
network. This implies that traffic should be combined into larger PDUs (switching more
stuff less often, think jumbograms) and become more connection-oriented. By becoming
more deterministic and connection like, these lower layer flows will exhibit less
congestion and less loss and provide a more stable foundation for the layers above and
toward the edge. Headers will be a smaller fraction of the packet.
Third, and most importantly, Figure 4 showed that relaying only occurred once in a
system. This leads to a very different structure than what one might first think of simply
stacking layers, and opens up a number of new possibilities. The resulting structure looks
like this:
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Figure 6. Layering in a recursive model such as RINA,
where Border Routers can “step down” more than once,
and the ovals indicate distinct routing domains.
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For those who think 12 bits are not nearly enough consider a single Ethernet segment with 4096 devices
on it. That is a device every 25 cm for original Ethernet, just a bit crowded! WiFi might need more but
more on that later.
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Notice that no single system would need to handle more layers than it does now. Packets
don’t “go all the way up and all the way down” but traverse a given context involving no
more layers than it does now.26 When traversing an internal network, the routers are only
concerned with the one or two layers involved in its internal network. These are not
tunnels; they are layers. There are different routing domains at each layer.27 By sizing
the layer appropriately, one can bound the size of routing tables in that layer and hence
control the time to update routing tables and its time to respond to failures and its
responsiveness to failures. This is what allows RINA to accommodate with ease the high
numbers of mobile devices being forecast.
This is all well and good, but what are the numbers. To compare apples to apples, lets
consider common configurations from the Internet and a comparable RINA
configuration. The Error and Flow Control in RINA has an abstract syntax. Different
RINA layers will use the same protocol with different concrete syntaxes. For this
comparison we will assume comparable conditions for RINA, but will also make use of
the principles described here.
First the header sizes for Internet configurations:
For MAC, IPv4, TCP:
58 bytes
For MAC, IPv6, TCP:
82 bytes
For WiFi, IPv4, TCP:
78 bytes
For WiFi, IPv6, TCP:
88 bytes
Next, the RINA header sizes comparable to the Internet:
For RINA (wired):
40 bytes
For RINA (wireless):
48 bytes
Finally, the LTE and RINA header sizes:
For MAC, RLC, PDCP, IP, TCP:
49 bytes
For RINA LTE: (3 layers)
34-36 bytes
For RINA, doing a comparable concrete syntax taking into account the scope of the
layers and 4 bytes that are always present, e.g. version, flags, etc. We assume for the top
layer, two 4 byte addresses, 1 byte QoS-id, 4 byte sequence number, 4 bytes of CRC, and
two 12 bit CEP-ids. For the lower layer reflecting the smaller scope of the layer, we
assume, two 2 byte addresses, 1 byte QoS-id, 2 byte sequence number, 4 bytes of CRC,
and two 12 bit CEP-ids. (For the wired case, we could safely make the addresses 12 bit

26

Figure 6 shows subnets surrounding a backbone, while figure 4 shows two networks. Imagine putting
instances of Figure 6 in place of Networks 1 and 2 in Figure 4, this will provide an idea of the kinds of
structures the IPC Model enables.
27
Beyond the scope of this paper, but the routing domains may be only for part of the graph of the layer,
which makes router tables even smaller. This means larger networks can be supported without sacrificing
performance.
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rather than 16).28 This yields a total header length of 34 bytes. (This is based on our
current understanding of the LTE architecture and might change slightly.)
4. The Internal Structure of a Layer
Before we can look at how LTE fits, let us first take a brief look at the internal structure
of a layer. (See Patterns in Network Architecture and the RINA documentation for more
detail.) A layer is a distributed application that provides and manages the resources for
IPC. A (N)-layer is made up of a number of “IPC Processes” that can communicate with
each other by using some number of (N-1)-layers. Ultimately a (N-1)-layer is the physical
media. An IPC Process is merely a process that provides and manages IPC.
The primary components of an IPC Process are shown in Figure 8 and can be divided into
three categories:
a) Data Transfer, decouple through a state vector from
b) Data Transfer Control, decoupled through a Resource Information Base from
c) Layer Management
These three loci of processing are characterized by decreasing cycle time and increasing
computational complexity. Referring to Figure 7,

Figure 7. Organization of the Functions of an IPC Process
SDU Protection – does integrity/error detection, e.g. CRC, encryption, compression, etc.
Potentially there is a different SDU Protection for each (N-1)-interface.
Relaying and Multiplexing (RMT) – makes forwarding decision on incoming PDUs and
multiplexes multiple flows of outgoing PDUs onto one or more (N-1)-interfaces. There is
one RMT per IPC Process.
Error and Flow Control Protocol (EFCP) – This protocol is based on Richard Watson’s
work [1978] and separates mechanism and policy. There is one instance of the protocol
state for each flow originating or terminating at this IPC Process. The protocol naturally
cleaves into Data Transfer (sequencing, lost and duplicate detection,
28

These estimates are based on other research we have done that unifies VLANs and WiFi. Both
technologies are examples of multiple layers of the same rank sharing the same media.
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fragmentation/reassembly, and delimiting), which updates a state vector; and Data
Transfer Control, consisting of retransmission control (ack) and flow control. One could
consider the Data Transfer half of EFCP to be UDP+IP and when Data Transfer Control
is present, it is similar to (but not the same as) TCP/IP.
The state of the IPC Process is stored in the Resource Information Base (RIB) and
accessed via the RIB Daemon. This all part of Layer Management, which cooperates with
other IPC Processes in the layer to allocate resources, (enrollment, managing the use of
the (N-1)-layers, flow allocation, routing, etc.) Coordination within the layer uses the
Common Distributed Application Protocol (CDAP) based on the OSI CMIP protocol to
maintain timely information in the RIB.
5. Applying What We Know to LTE
If we look at Andy Sutton’s slides 9 – 11, we see an example of the “user-plane” layers in
a LTE mobile network, as depicted in Figure 8. The mobile network is in charge or
providing data flows (called EPS bearers) between mobile devices (called UE or User
Equipment) and packet gateways (P-GWs) to one or more IP networks (called Packet
Data Networks). The mobile network is responsible for maintaining the QoS of the EPS
bearers while the UE moves from cell to cell within the network.

Figure 8. Layers in the LTE architecture
LTE networks consider four types of systems: UEs, the base stations (eNodeBs),
intermediate mobility anchors called Serving Gateways (S-GWs) and the P-GWs. The
connectivity between UEs and eNodeBs is provided by the LTE-Uu radio interface.
eNodeBs are connected to S-GWs via an IP transport network that is internal to the
mobile network operator. Connectivity between S-GWs and P-GWs is provided the same
way. Therefore the LTE network runs on top of three different “segments”: the radio
segment and two IP networks (which may be the same, but are seen as different hops:
eNodeB to S-GW and S-GW to P-GW). The first segment is a multi-access radio media
(implemented via the RLC and MAC protocols), the second and third ones are IP
networks. If we tried to apply INWG’s Internet model (Figure 4), we would design the
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mobile network top layer as an overlay with addresses whose scope cover all the mobile
network (that is, all UEs, eNodeBs, S-GWs and P-GWs in the network).
The current LTE network design adopts the protocol conversion approach, in which three
independent layers that do not carry addresses (PDCP and two instances of GTP-U) are
concatenated to cover the entire scope of the mobile network. These layers just provide
point-to-point tunnels over the different segments, which are concatenated together via
local mappings at each node (configured by the LTE network “control plane”), forming
and end-to-end tunnel (the EPS bearer). Whenever the UE attaches to another eNodeB or
transitions into “idle mode” part of the tunnels forming the EPS bearer have to be
destroyed and created again by the “control plane”. In essence, a form of (virtual) circuit
switching over packet networks.
Figure 9 illustrates how the current LTE network architecture could be re-designed using
the recursive layering model provided by RINA29. Layers in RINA are called DIFs or
Distributed IPC Facilities, a collection of IPC Processes working together to deliver an
IPC service over a certain scope. Systems (physical boxes) are therefore just containers
that host the instances of each layer (the IPC Processes).

Figure 9. A “RINA-fied” version of the LTE network architecture
The design features the following types of layers/DIFs (all of them with the same
functions configured with different policies):
•

•

The voice DIF, the public Internet DIF and others at the top of the Figure are
layers allowing the applications on the UE to communicate with other
applications outside of the mobile network. These DIFs may be general purpose
or application-specific, adapting to particular requirements of a certain type of
applications such as voice or gaming.
The mobile network top-level DIF provides flows between UEs and P-GWs
(these flows are equivalent to EPS bearers in the current LTE networks). This
layer performs mobile network-wide functions such as routing, resource
allocation or congestion control.

29

Note that this design is just a one-to-one mapping considering the structure defined by current LTE
networks (UEs, eNodeB, S-GW, P-GW). Better, alternative designs for mobile networks are possible.
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•
•

The multi-access radio DIF between the UE and eNodeB manages IPC over the
radio segment of the network. It is responsible for radio resource allocation, with
policies that mimic the behavior of the MAC and RLC protocols.
One or more internal DIFs provide connectivity between eNodeBs and S-GWs
and S-GWs and P-GWs, while PtP DIFs provide IPC services over single pointto-point links.

Each layer can provide flows of different QoS, with its internal policies (like scheduling,
flow control or transmission control) designed to support the advertised QoS level. With
this design current LTE protocols are just policies for the common layer machinery,
specifically (refer to Figure 7):
•
•
•
•
•
•

The MAC protocol becomes scheduling and medium access control policies for
the multi-access radio DIF.
The RLC protocol becomes delimiting and retransmission control policies for the
multi-access radio DIF.
PDCP becomes SDU protection policies for the mobile network top-level DIF
(applied only between UEs and eNodeBs).
GTP-U is not needed, it is just a connection-id that is already part of the common
layer machinery.
EPS bearers are flows provided by the mobile network top-level DIF.
Radio bearers are flows provided by the multi-access radio DIF.

Since in this design the mobile network top layer is a complete layer, it can perform
functions such as differential (per QoS-class) congestion control, dynamic/static QoSaware routing or SDU protection between eNodeBs and S-GWs and SGW-s and P-GWs.
6. Conclusions
As with any new field, our concept of layer as improved and matured over the last nearly
50 years. Dykstra was the first advocate of what was called “structured programming.”
So in some ways, it was no surprise that he came up with layered black boxes. However,
the incredible resource constraints of the hardware in those early years masked important
generalizations. There were many times when trying to move capabilities from the singlesite computer to networks, new insights were exposed about the fundamental nature of
what we thought were familiar concepts. Layers were no exception and probably the
most fundamental to networking was Elie and Zimmerann’s insight: Layers had scope.
As we saw, the next steps came quite logically from considering the issues surrounding
first what the layers of a network were (from CYCLADES, in 1.2 above) and then what
layers a network of networks implied (INWG, see 1.3), then recognizing that reality of
real networks, culminating with ISO 8648 (see 1.4). At this point, the repeating structure
was staring us in the face. But sadly, the intensity of the political debate in OSI clouded
the discovery and was overshadowed by the appearance of free software for a deeply
flawed network called the Internet and then a last ditch effort to set things right was
completely rejected in the emotional response that lead to current dead-end with IPv6.
With the advent of the Web and Moore’s Law cranking into overdrive, the so-called
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Internet Boom was on and it was all anyone could do try to stay ahead of it patching as
they went.
It is not uncommon (or surprising) that at the beginning when networks were relatively
small, differences in functionality dominated the perspective, but as size (and
understanding) increased managing resources becomes the dominant issue. In the 1980s,
we learned that building large bridged Ethernets was not a good idea. They needed to be
broken up by routers. Essentially, limiting the scope of their effects, allowing a small
degree of ‘divide and conquer.’ So it should be no surprise that large routed networks
would exhibit the same requirement. Limiting the scope of the resource allocation
domain not only simplifies the problem, but makes the solution more effective. So it
should be no surprise that we see more similarity in the layers than differences.
It was this recognition that Day made in Patterns in Network Architecture, along with the
commonality in the structure of protocols, picking up where CYCLADES and 8648 left
off and simply following the trail.
Do all distributed computing problems exhibit a repeating structure of layers of different
scope? Probably not, but there is more commonality than one might expect. It is
reasonably clear that resource allocation problems, e.g. networks and operating systems,
probably do follow this pattern, but there is no reason to expect others to. For example,
database systems are more an access problem than a resource allocation problem.
Because we characterize a layer in the IPC Model as a “Distributed Application that
provides and manages IPC,” we have considered what this tells us about distributed
applications. It turns out to be quite a lot. There is more common structure between IPC
layers and the generic distributed application than one might first expect, but that is
beyond the scope of this note.
This model also makes clear that it is communication processes that are important, not
boxes. In fact, a focus on boxes can often obscure underlying simplifications and lead to
unnecessary special cases. The boxes are merely the containers. What is important is
what processes are in what layers and what processes are using what layers for support.
Naming and addressing always names processes, not boxes.30
With all of this commonality, one might think that network providers would be robbed of
the flexibility to run their networks to the best of advantage for their customers and
themselves, that they would be forced into an unyielding Procrustean bed. In fact, quite
the opposite is the case. There is actually far more flexibility with this approach than they
have today. The structure makes it easier and less costly to manage and one is not
constantly trying to work around the flaws and patches.

30

Naming systems (boxes) is only important for management, when one is concerned with the
management of the processes on a single processing system.
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Most layers are what we would today call private. The provider has total control over
their configuration, including the size and number of addresses required.31 In fact, for
some very interesting configurations, there are no “public” layers. This gives providers
much more freedom to hone the operation their networks (or even different parts of their
network) to the characteristics of their customers specific traffic requirements.
It should be emphasized that the model we have been using for this note is not just our
opinion. We have gone to great lengths to ensure that these are the fundamental
principles underlying networking. Networks that do not embody these principles will
have flaws and weaknesses and greater complexity, while those that do embody them will
not but will look very close to what we describe here. The failure of the future Internet
efforts was they were focused on what to build next. Our focus was on what didn’t we
understand. It was clear 25 years ago that there were fundamentals that needed to be
worked out. Once they were, the problems of the future look much less daunting, if not
straightforward.
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